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Spatial

Fanboy
Hello, I am Chris. Hacker by passion. When I went to the first WhereCamp about two years ago I 
thought nobody can out-geek me. I was wrong. Geolocation and Geocoding is quite some hard-core 
branch of geekery. So let me tell you about a nice little product that makes things easy for you.



Placemaker

http://developer.yahoo.com/geo/placemaker/
This is Yahoo Placemaker and it is an API. You give it a URL to get data from or a text to extract 
geographical information from. Here are the docs. Now go forth and build cool stuff. 
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Thanks.
Any questions?



A web of information

The web is full of information. Which is cool. The problem is that we accumulated and still 
accumulate more and more information without giving it proper structure. 



Searching & Finding

Search engines help us find stuff. However, as being found means making money the first search 
results are not necessarily the best - only the ones that have been promoted the best way.



Analysing & deciding

http://www.flickr.com/photos/briannasdksdk/1698458575/

Analyzing all the data of the web is a massive job. And computers are stupid. Computers are 
decision engines that would be thoroughly stumped when asked "do I look fat in this dress" as they 
forget the underlying dangers in answering this question in one way or another. 
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Human additives

This is why we need humans. By enriching our content with structured, easier to parse data we make 
it easier for machines to harvest only the necessary parts of our documents. In the past that was 
keywords, now we use microformats and tagging. The latter is very useful as it can be 
crowdsourced. People tagging my photos on flickr or my site on del.icio.us make it easier for them 
to find them later on and give me an idea what keywords I hadn't thought of.



Mobility

http://vimeo.com/2638558

This is all fine and good, but the real change we see in behaviour of web users is that we become 
more and more mobile. This also means that people can locate themselves on the planet and expect 
information from their physical surroundings. In other words, for our content to be found we need 
to have geographical information in there that defines the locality of the text, not only what it talks 
about.
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Hidden goodies

Texts on the web have all kind of great information in them - if we find a tool that finds and marks 
them for us.



Free Text

URL

Places

References

Placemaker is a service that converts text or URLs in places and references.



First we take 
Manhattan, and then 
we take Berlin.

Let’s take this classic sentence for example.



Calling Placemaker

http://wherein.yahooapis.com/v1/
document  

documentContent=First+we+take
+Manhattan+and+then+we+take
+Berlin.  
documentType=text/plain  
appid=my_appid  

To find the geographical information in this text simply send it to Placemaker via POST.
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Parameters
inputLanguage
fr-CA,de-DE...  
outputType
xml or RSS
documentContent
text to analyse
documentTitle
additional title

documentURL
url to analyze
documentType
MIME type of doc
autoDisambiguate
remove duplicates
focusWoeid
filter around a woeid

appid - nothing happens without it!

Placemaker takes several parameters that allows you to get the data you want.



First we take 
Manhattan, and then 
we take Berlin.

Let’s take this classic sentence and run it through Placemaker.



First we take 
Manhattan, and then 
we take Berlin.

This is the result we get back from Placemaker when we send the text through it.







Working with 
Placemaker results

As with any data, it is important to understand what the interesting parts of the data are.



Places

First up is a list of places the API found in the text. These are PlaceDetails elements with a nested 
place element:



References

This is cool, but it doesn't tell us where this information came from. For this there is a referenceList 
element with an array of references. In order to find out where the text Placemaker found as a 
match is located in the document, you either get start and end for text content of the XPATH for 
structured content (XML/RSS).



Annoyances
There are a few annoyances when it comes to working with Placemaker. 



50,000 bytes

Placemaker text requests are limited to 50,000 bytes which is a lot but may not be enough, 
especially when the data you try to analyse is not your own.



The broken web

The web is full of terribly badly organized content. Using the documentUrl property Placemaker 
happily loads the information but can choke on some things content providers sadly enough do - 
like encoding documents in UTF-8 and then using non-UTF-8 characters.



POST   vs.   GET

Placemaker does not allow for GET requests, even if they were short enough to go through without 
problems.



!JSON

Placemaker has no JSON output at the moment, which means you cannot use results in JavaScript 
without writing an own converter.



Places vs. References

There is a list of Places and a list of References, but they are not directly connected. Furthermore 
References have a parent element whereas places don’t.



Fixes

As with anything on the web, there are ways to work around these annoyances.



YQL to fix the web.
YQL has an HTML parser which doesn’t mind bad encodings and runs results through HTML tidy to 
clean it up.









Connecting places 
and references

If we want to use places and bring them back into the original text we need to go through a small 
conversion process.



http://isithackday.com/hacks/placemaker/simpletext.php

Let’s build a simple tool that inserts Geo microformats into a text using Placemaker.

http://isithackday.com/hacks/placemaker/simpletext.php
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Both Places and References have woeids. The only issue is that references may have more than 
one :-(











YQL open table for 
GET and JSON

Another thing YQL allows developers to do is to extend it with own open tables that run JavaScript 
conversions on the server side. One of those is the YQL open table which does all the things 
Placemaker does on the server and offers JSON output.



Good news, 
everyone!

The really nice thing of the open YQL table is that it already puts the places and references 
together.



http://isithackday.com/hacks/placemaker/placemaker-javascript.html





Implementations
Now let’s look at a few things I’ve built with Placemaker.



Yahoo News Map
http://isithackday.com/hacks/placemaker/map.php
Yahoo News Map uses the Yahoo RSS feed run through Placemaker to show news on a map and 
allow to navigate with the map.
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TweetLocations
http://isithackday.com/hacks/placemaker/tweet-locations.php
Tweetlocations shows a map of your latest tweets.
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Geo this! (Greasemonkey)
http://icanhaz.com/geothis
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Collaborationhttp://icant.co.uk/geomaker/
GeoMaker

GeoMaker is a frontend to Placemaker that turns a URL or a text into a map.

http://icant.co.uk/geomaker/
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GeoMaker API
http://icant.co.uk/geomaker/api.php
GeoMaker also has an own API that makes it easy to convert URLs to all kind of handy formats.
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JS Placemaker
http://icant.co.uk/jsplacemaker/
JS Placemaker is a JavaScript wrapper for Placemaker using the open YQL table.
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You have the data...



You have the tools...



All you 

need is 

a great 

idea.



Flickr knows woeid :)



http://developer.yahoo.com/geo/



http://www.guardian.co.uk/data-store



Keep in touch:

  Christian Heilmann

  http://wait-till-i.com

  http://scriptingenabled.org

  http://twitter.com/codepo8 
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